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- Peacock
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• Advertise With Us

One Platform

Sky
Acquired by Comcast NBCUniversal in 2018, Sky is Europe’s leading media and entertainment company, connecting customers with the very best of news, sports, and entertainment, including Sky’s own local, original content. Following the success of Sky Originals such as Chernobyl, Patrick Melrose, Save Me, Das Boot and Gomorrah, Sky plans to more than double their investment in original drama and comedy over the next five years.

Sky’s owned-and-operated channels include the following:

NBCUniversal
To See The Full Content

Sign up or log in for unequaled access to this content as well as NBCUniversal programming, trailers, opportunities, pilots and more.

Sign Up Log In
For more information, contact our team.

Contact Our Team

One Platform Content – Must See Originals
NBC
Law & Order: SVU

NBC
New Amsterdam

CNBC Prime
The Profit
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- Advertising